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1. Culture is fed by human practices. (this thesis)
2. Human behaviour is the primary locus for research into social phenomena. (this thesis)
3. The embedded-self in society and the separate-self from others are our two wings for flying to the world. (this thesis)
4. Revitalizing unmarketable/non-governable goods and services is the key to imagining the next stage of human history. (this thesis)
5. Measuring ‘quality’ is currently impossible; it may be felt instead. (this thesis)
6. Science is the language which appeals to human reason, which art does to our sensitivity.
7. Both scientific knowledge and artwork result from the integration of sense and sensitivity.
8. Concepts are the recipes – we use to create scientific knowledge.
9. History is a conversation between the past and the future, by the present.
10. Without our interpretations, there is no human experience.
11. Human beings dream of eternity, whilst imprisoned at a finite time.